Let MiG), where G is a locally compact abelian group, denote the convolution algebra of bounded measures on G. MiG) is a Banach* algebra. If G is not discrete then there are always maximal ideals in MiG) which are not symmetric [6, Theorem 2] . The maximal ideals of MiG) are in one to one correspondence with generalised characters [5] and those corresponding to continuous characters are certainly symmetric. The same is true of any maximal ideal which is a limit, in the usual maximal ideal space topology, of maximal ideals determined by continuous characters. Rudin [2] has asked whether these are all the symmetric maximal ideals. We shall show that if G is not discrete then there are always further symmetric maximal ideals. This result has already been given by Simon [4] for the case G = R, the additive group of real numbers.
The present results can be deduced from the results in [l ] where we showed that G has a compact subgroup H such that there is a pEMiG/H) with the properties Pi. For any generalised character % on G/H there is a EC and EiG/H)" with x» = a^ P almost everywhere in G/H. Vi. D-{a;aEC,aE[iG/H) ]~}, where a is the constant function a(i)=o and ~~ indicates o-(£°°(m)> L1(jjl)) closure, contains numbers a with 0 < I a\ < 1 but { | a\ ; aED } does not contain the whole of (0, 1). However as the result is of intrinsic interest we first show (Theorem 1) that it can be improved and applies with G/H replaced by G. In Theorem 2 we characterise the generalised characters corresponding to symmetric maximal ideals and the main result then follows. 
• Proof. Take u as in Theorem 1 and let oG^ with0< |a| <l.Then, since the maximal ideal space of MiG) is compact we can find a generalised character x in (G')~ with Xn = a-The maximal ideal corresponding to x is clearly symmetric so that, by Theorem 2, Xc(s) = [xv( -s)]~ for cr = cr*. For positive real a, | x| " is a generalised character on G corresponding to a symmetric maximal ideal and |x*i|a = aal. By a suitable choice of a we have \a\ aED and hence a symmetric maximal ideal not in (G )~.
